Dendritic cells (DCs) are a heterogenous population of cells that can be grouped into the conventional DCs (cDCs) and plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs), or interferon-producing cells. pDCs are thought to develop in the bone marrow and migrate to the periphery as mature cells. In contrast, cDC precursors are thought to migrate to the periphery, where they further differentiate into cDCs. In the case of migratory cDCs, these precursors are thought to be monocytes, whereas resident cDCs derive from a different precursor. Recent activity on this subject has shed some light on the precursors that differentiate into resident cDCs and pDCs, but often with conflicting findings. Here, we review some of these findings and discuss some of the outstanding issues in the field.
In 1973, Steinman and Cohn 1 described " novel cells (which) can assume a variety of branching forms, and constantly extend and retract many fine cell processes. " They named these cells " dendritic cells (DCs), " after their branches or dendrites. These DCs have been shown to be the most potent of the group of cells known as antigen-presenting cells. DCs alone are able to stimulate naive T cells, both CD4 + and CD8 + T cells.
It was initially assumed that DCs were essentially a single cell type that was distributed through various locations in the body. However, it has become clear over the years that DCs are a diverse population and can be separated into distinct subsets, 2 the common denominator being their ability to efficiently internalize, process, and present antigen to T cells. Further, these DC subsets have different functional roles within the immune system. The immune system has evolved a range of responses, tailored not only to the pathogen in question, but also the site of infection. The immune system responds differently to viruses than it does to bacteria. 3 DCs from the gut induce the production of IgA that protects the host against commensal bacteria, 4 yet if these DCs reacted to bacteria in the same way as splenic DCs, the result would be an immunopathology. 5 When and how in our evolutionary history the different DC subsets arose is not known, but it seems likely that the evolution of different DC subsets has allowed the immune system to recognize a range of pathogens in different areas of the body and to respond appropriately.
DENDRITIC CELL SUBTYPES
Although we focus here on those DC subtypes that can be found in steady-state adult mice, it is important to note the existence of another type of DCs that develops under conditions of infection or inflammation. 6 These " inflammatory DCs " are derived from monocytes, and their development can be induced by " danger signals " that mimic infection, such as Toll-like receptor ligands. 7 Those DC subtypes that develop under steady-state conditions can be described in a hierarchical fashion, by classification and subclassification into different groups. The initial division we will make here is between conventional DCs (cDCs) or plasmacytoid pre-DCs (pDCs).
Plasmacytoid pre-DCs circulate through the blood and are found in both the lymphoid organs and in the peripheral tissues. They exist in the steady state as rounded cells, and it is only on activation that they develop dendritic processes. When activated, pDCs secrete large amounts of type I interferon and are hence also known as interferon-producing cells. 8 pDCs are thought to be important in antiviral immune responses.
Two cDC groups can be described based on their regular place of residence. One -the " migratory DCs " -are stationed in the peripheral tissues of the body -for example, the skin or lungs. 9 Migratory cDCs constantly sample these tissues, which are most directly exposed to the external environment, for any sign of invading pathogens. On activation, they migrate with their antigen through lymph to the draining lymph node, where they encounter naive T cells, and activate immune responses. 10 -12 The steady-state development of splenic dendritic cells REVIEW There is a constitutive low incidence of migration to the draining lymph nodes even in the steady state. 13 -15 The DCs that migrate under these steady-state conditions may be involved in the maintenance of tolerance when they encounter T cells; for example, oral tolerance is dependent on constitutive migration by mucosal DCs to the mesenteric lymph node. 16 Migratory DCs, regardless of whether they migrate in the steady state or on inflammation, acquire a relatively mature phenotype, expressing higher levels of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II and costimulatory molecules by the time they arrive in the lymph nodes. They can therefore be distinguished from lymphoid tissue-resident DCs, discussed below, which exist in the peripheral lymphoid organs in an immature state. 17 The subsets, function, and the development of these migratory DCs are discussed elsewhere in this issue.
The second group of cDCs are the lymphoid tissue-resident DCs, which are nonmigratory and execute their antigen collection, processing, and presentation functions within the lymphoid organ. These cDCs can be found in all lymphoid organs in the steady state 17 and, in the absence of migratory DCs, are the major DC population in the spleen. In addition to their likely role in mediating tolerance, these cDCs constantly sample the blood and lymph for pathogens. Found in the steady state as immature DCs, these resident cDCs upregulate the expression of MHC and costimulatory molecules on inflammation or pathogen encounter and become efficient activators of T-cells. 17 The final division we will make is of the resident cDCs, based -in the mouse -on their expression of the CD8 homodimer and CD4 molecules, into CD8 + CD4 − , CD8 − CD4 + , and CD8 − CD4 − cDCs. 18, 19 The relevance of CD8 and CD4 expression on these DCs is unclear, and other markers, such as CD11b, Sirp , and CD24, can provide a related division of subsets. 18, 20, 21 CD8 − CD4 + and CD8 − CD4 − cDCs differ somewhat in their profile of chemokine production, but otherwise seem to be functionally similar. 22 We shall here refer to both subsets as CD8 − cDCs. However, CD8 − and CD8 + cDCs differ markedly in cytokine production, 23 antigen processing, and Toll-like receptor expression. When activated, CD8 + cDCs are the most efficient producers of interleukin-12, thus initiating inflammatory Th1 responses. 24, 25 They are also the most efficient DCs at a process known as cross-presentation, 26, 27 by which exogenously derived antigen is diverted to the MHC class I presentation pathway. These characteristics make CD8 + cDCs the primary inducers of cytotoxic T-cell responses to viral infections. 28 Given their efficiency at cross-presentation, CD8 + cDCs can present tissue-derived self-antigen to naive CD8 + T cells. Further, even in the steady state, CD8 + cDCs can be found in the T-cell areas of the lymphoid tissue. 29 In contrast, CD8 − cDCs are normally found within the marginal zones of lymphoid tissue and migrate to the T-cell areas only on activation. 25,30 -32 Hence, CD8 + cDCs are in contact with T cells in the steady state, making them both ideally situated and functionally equipped to mediate tolerance to self-antigen. 33 We will here focus on the ontogeny of those DCs found in the steady-state spleen; that is, lymphoid tissue-resident cDCs and pDCs. Detailed information on the development of these particular DC subtypes may serve as a background and a point of comparison for the development of DCs of the mucosal tissues. For convenience, and as the migratory cDC subsets are discussed elsewhere, we shall here refer to resident cDCs as simply " cDCs, " and use the spleen as a model of their development in other lymphoid organs.
IN VITRO MODELS OF DC DEVELOPMENT
DCs are rare cells, and many studies are reliant on the generation of DCs in culture. This has largely been performed by culturing monocytes with granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and interleukin-4. The DCs derived from these cultures lack the heterogeneity of the DCs found in lymphoid tissue and are thought to be the in vitro equivalent of inflammatory, rather than steady-state, DCs. 34 In fact, mice lacking GM-CSF or GM-CSF receptor (GM-CSFR) show no defects in the development of steady-state splenic DCs. 35, 36 Further, mice lacking functional macrophage-colony stimulation factor (M-CSF) or M-CSFR, which have defects in monocytes, show no specific defect in steady-state DC development, 37 suggesting monocytes are not the true in vivo precursors of resident DCs.
In contrast, mice lacking fms-like tyrosine kinase-3 (flt3) ligand (FL) show a severe reduction in their DC levels. 38 A similar defect is seen in mice in which the hematopoietic compartment lacks expression of STAT3, 39 a transcription factor involved in flt3 signaling. Given that flt3 expression on precursors is an indicator of DC precursor activity, it seems reasonable to conclude that FL, rather than GM-CSF or interleukin-4, is the limiting cytokine involved in steady-state DC development.
Indeed, bone marrow cultured with FL gives rise to DCs with all the heterogeneity of those found in the spleen. 40 Although the cDCs in FL-stimulated cultures lack surface expression of the CD8 molecule on which the subsets are commonly segregated, the heterogenous expression of other molecules differentially expressed on the cDC subsets is maintained, and these DCs have been demonstrated to be functionally equivalent to their splenic counterparts. 41 Two precursors have been isolated from the FL culture system, discussed below, which are equivalent to bone marrow-derived precursors in their differentiation potential. 42 The pathway of DC development in these cultures is therefore likely to model an in vivo process, making the FL culture system an appropriate in vitro system by which to study steady-state DC development.
It should be noted that the FL culture system is not without its limitations. First, in these cultures, the DC developmental process -which in vivo has stages in both the bone marrow and spleen -takes place within the one culture vessel. Second, the levels of FL used in these cultures are well above those found in the steady state. Hence, although the DC developmental pathway in these cultures may model an in vivo process, the importance of certain pathways may be exaggerated.
DC DEVELOPMENT IN THE SPLEEN: THE LATTER STAGES
Although DCs differentiate from bone marrow-derived cells, few cDCs are thought to develop completely within the bone marrow itself. cDCs are not found in significant numbers in either the REVIEW bone marrow or blood, suggesting that cDC precursors, rather than cDCs, migrate to the spleen and other peripheral lymphoid tissues, where they undergo the final stages of differentiation. This situation is therefore similar to that of migratory DCs in the skin, where monocytes migrate to the epidermis after DC depletion before differentiating into Langerhans cells. 43, 44 pDCs, on the other hand, can be found in significant numbers in the bone marrow and blood, 45 suggesting that like B cells, they differentiate within the bone marrow before migration to the spleen. Although there are changes in pDC surface markers, indicating further maturation in the spleen, pDCs are already recognizable and functional within the bone marrow and blood.
The frequency with which cDCs require replenishment from bone marrow precursors varies with different DC subtypes. For example, on bone marrow transplant with a congeneic donor, Langerhans cells are replaced slowly, indicating that they may have long half-lives and are replenished by a skin-resident precursor. 44 In contrast, as determined by continuous 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine labeling in vivo , cDCs appeared to have a short half-life of 1.5 -3 days in the spleen. 46 It should be noted that in these experiments, this half-life was determined by measuring the loss of unlabeled DCs. This was based on the assumption that DCs were end-stage nondividing cells, so that any 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine-labeled DCs should have been the product of dividing precursors. However, it has since been shown that splenic cDCs are capable of division -at any given point, up to 5 % are in cell cycle. 47 CD8 − cDCs, for example, proliferate in response to lymphotoxin , 47 and FL has recently been shown to promote cDC expansion in the spleen. 48 Hence, the half-life indicated refers to the average time to death or division, rather than life span.
Experiments with parabiotic mice indicated that after 6 weeks of shared circulation, the splenic CD8 − cDCs failed to equilibrate, the majority being of host origin. 47 In light of this data and the observation that DCs were capable of division, it was proposed that the spleen was capable of maintaining DC homeostasis without further precursor input from the bone marrow. However, a subsequent study using parabiotic mice demonstrated that this failure of splenic cDCs to equilibrate was due to the fact that cDC precursors were rapidly cleared from circulation, and thus could not equilibrate in parabiotic mice. 49 This study also demonstrated that, whereas the half-life of the cDC population and its progeny in spleen was actually 5 -7 dayslonger than that estimated by 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine-labeling experiments -cDCs did require constant replenishment from bone marrow-derived precursors.
So what might be the immediate precursors of splenic cDCs? It was suggested that a monocyte-like cell might fulfill this role. 50 However, a cDC-restricted precursor, the pre-cDC, has been isolated from the mouse spleen. 51 These pre-cDCs were clearly distinct from monocytes, which show little splenic cDC precursor activity in the steady state. The pre-cDCs appeared to be restricted to the formation of cDCs, giving rise to both CD8 + and CD8 − cDCs on in vivo transfer, but no other lineages, not even pDCs. Pre-cDCs, which were already CD11c + , but did not yet express surface MHC class II, were found to be heterogenous in their expression of CD24. The CD24 hi pre-cDCs were restricted to the formation of CD8 + cDCs, whereas the CD24 low fraction produced only CD8 − cDCs, indicating that much subset commitment had already occurred by this late precursor stage. Pre-cDCs divided only one to three times before differentiating into cDCs, indicating that these precursors are the last stage in the cDC differentiation pathway, and are likely to be the type of precursor that migrates from the bone marrow to spleen.
STAGES OF DC DEVELOPMENT IN THE BONE MARROW: THE EARLY PRECURSORS
During hematopoiesis, multipotent cells undergo a process of increasing commitment, differentiating into precursors increasingly biased toward a particular type of blood cell, until they are committed to the formation of that lineage. 52 An initial step in this process was shown to be the differentiation of multipotent progenitors into common myeloid progenitors (CMPs) 53 and common lymphoid progenitors (CLPs). 54 It was originally considered self-evident that DCs were of myeloid origin 55 -after all, they express a variety of myeloid markers, such as M-CSFR. 56 Further, the predominant model for the generation of DCs thus far has involved the culture of monocytes -a population of myeloid origin -with GM-CSF and interleukin-4, 57 the two cytokines traditionally involved in the differentiation of myeloid cells. This concept was shown to be limited after a thymic precursor, restricted to lymphoid development, was shown to have DC potential. 58 DC development was found to be more flexible than suggested by the lymphoid vs. myeloid model of hematopoiesis, when potential for each of the splenic DC subtypes was demonstrated in both CLPs and CMPs. 59 -61 Thus far, the only known defining characteristic of an early precursor with DC potential is its expression of flt3. 62, 63 
INTERMEDIATE STAGES OF CDC DEVELOPMENT IN BONE MARROW
As little commitment to the DC lineage was evident at the early precursor stages, downstream precursors were examined for their DC precursor potential. A number of cDC precursors have been isolated till date ( Figure 1 ). However, their relationship to one another and their relative contributions to steady-state cDCs remain unclear.
Two downstream precursors have been isolated from bone marrow that are capable of differentiating into cDCs. One, termed a common DC precursor (CDP), or pro-DC, was isolated as the lin − c-kit int flt3 + M-CSFR + population of the bone marrow. 42, 64 CDPs are largely restricted to the DC lineage and are able to give rise to pDCs and both cDC subsets both in vitro and in vivo , but no other lineages, beyond a low capacity to form macrophages. Clonal analysis in vitro found single CDPs that were able to form both pDCs and cDCs. Hence, the population was not entirely a heterogenous group composed of separate cDC and pDC precursors, but rather contained many single cells capable of forming both the steady-state DC splenic subsets. A similar precursor population was described in the FL bone marrow culture system named pro-DC, this popula-REVIEW tion being isolated as lin − c-kit int flt3 + M-CSFR + CD11c − MHC class II − . Like CDPs, these in vitro derived pro-DCs were largely DC restricted in both in vitro and in vivo assays, showing only a low macrophage potential. On a clonal level in vitro , single proDCs were found with potential for pDCs and both cDC subsets, thereby resembling the CDP population. Hence, at least in the FL culture system, the dominant source of the DC products is a CDP-like precursor. Whether this reflects the situation in vivo remains to be determined.
The other bone marrow cDC precursor, the macrophage DC precursor (MDP), was initially isolated as the lin − ckit + CX 3 CR1 + fraction of bone marrow. 65 Unlike CDPs, MDPs could -in addition to their precursor potential for cDC -give rise to macrophages, but were devoid of potential for other lineages on in vivo transfer. MDPs were originally reported to have no pDC potential, but recent reports suggest that some pDCs may be produced. 48 In clonal assays, single MDPs gave rise to both cDCs and macrophages, indicating that individual precursors existed with both macrophage and DC potential. 65 However, these assays were performed with either GM-CSF or GM-CSF and FL, conditions which are likely to induce DC generation from monocytes. It thus remains to be determined whether the cDCs seen in these clonal assays here are the result of MDP-derived monocytes, 66 responding to GM-CSF to form DCs or true steady-state DCs. On in vivo transfer, MDP could give rise to the steady-state splenic CD8 + and CD8 − cDCs, but as this was performed with a bulk population, this may have been a result of heterogeneity with the MDP.
A recent study reported identical differentiation potential to MDP in the lin − M-CSFR + fraction of bone marrow. 48 On adoptive transfer, this population was found to have potential for both steady-state splenic cDC subsets. CDP -defined as lin − c-kit int flt3 + M-CSFR + -must be contained within this lin − M-CSFR + definition of MDP. Indeed, when MDPs were fractionated by expression of flt3, cDC potential was found to be concentrated within the flt3 + population, though to what extent is not specified. As these in vivo assays were performed with a bulk population of MDP, it has yet to be shown whether single MDPs are capable of differentiating into both macrophages and steady-state splenic DCs. Given that previous data 
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have demonstrated that DC precursor potential is restricted to flt3 + cells, 62 the possibility thus remains that MDPs are in fact a mixed population of macrophage precursors and CDP-like precursors -which fall within the flt3 + fraction -which gave rise to the steady-state splenic cDCs on adoptive transfer. Alternatively, if single MDPs do have both DC and macrophage potential, the population defined as flt3 − may in fact have expressed low levels of flt3, allowing them to respond to FL to form cDCs. Further studies are required to clarify the cDC and macrophage potential of individual MDP.
Although pro-DCs, the culture-derived precursors, seemed largely DC restricted, they retained some macrophage precursor activity by in vitro colony assays. Whether this is the result of a less differentiated precursor that could give rise to macrophages, cDCs, and pDCs, or whether the macrophages seen were a product of MDP-like precursors in the FL cultures is unclear. In the latter case, the pro-DCs would be a mixture of CDPs and those MDPs without pDC potential, perhaps reflecting the in vivo situation.
PDC DEVELOPMENT
As discussed above, pDCs develop within the bone marrow and migrate to peripheral tissues as differentiated cells. We have seen that the bone marrow contains DC precursors with potential for both pDCs and cDCs. pDCs may develop from these precursors, which give rise to both the pDCs and the cDC precursors that migrate to the spleen. Alternatively, pDCs may develop from an entirely separate precursor altogether.
Several lines of evidence point to more than one developmental pathway for pDCs. What these pathways might be has yet to be determined, although evidence suggests distinct routes through lymphoid and myeloid precursors. Some, but not all, pDCs from both the thymus and spleen were found to have D -J rearrangements in their immunoglobulin heavy genes, usually an indicator of derivation from a lymphoid precursor. 67 However, it has been demonstrated that a proportion of pDCs derived from both common lymphoid and myeloid precursors had such rearrangements, 68 indicating perhaps that this " lymphoid " molecular program could be activated even in pDCs of myeloid origin. As CMPs have some residual B-cell potential on in vivo transfer, 69 it is possible that the definition of CMP does not exclude all lymphoid potential.
Another indicator of a lymphoid history is the expression of RAG1. In reporter mice that express green fluorescent protein (GFP) under the RAG1 promoter, two distinct GFP + and GFP − pDC populations were identified in the bone marrow and spleen, 45 suggesting that there were two pDC populations with distinct developmental origins. Despite their apparent similarity, these populations were found to vary in their cytokine production, ability to stimulate T cells, and the nature of the T-cell responses they induced, suggesting that they were functionally distinct subsets.
If there are in fact two distinct lymphoid-and myeloid-orientated pathways to pDC development, it seems likely that the CDP-derived pDCs are the products of the myeloid pathway. This seems especially likely given that, on injection into the bone marrow, flt3 + myeloid, but not lymphoid precursors, could give rise to CDP.
Also, suggesting there are multiple pathways to pDC development, a recent study demonstrated that M-CSF, as well as FL, could drive pDC differentiation. 70 Both CMPs and CLPs could respond to M-CSF to form pDCs, without any involvement of FL. However, whether this pathway is active in the steady state, or whether it reflects an inflammatory condition, is unclear. Further, whether both these pathways contribute to the pDC pool independently of one another, or whether they compete for the same precursors, has not yet been determined.
FL IN THE PATHWAY TO DC DEVELOPMENT
Mice lacking FL have decreased numbers of splenic DCs. 38 Conversely, mice treated with FL have increased numbers of steady-state DCs. 71, 72 Flt3 expression defines DC potential in a precursor, 62, 63 and FL-stimulated bone marrow gives rise to DCs, functionally equivalent to those in the steady-state spleen. 40, 41, 73 However, the question still remains as to whether FL is required for the direction of multipotent cells to the DC lineage or whether it acts as a proliferative and survival stimulus for DC precursors and immature DCs.
Enforced expression of flt3 in megakaryocyte -erythroid precursors, which ordinarily have no DC potential, restores some DC precursor activity, 74 suggesting that flt3 in this case is actually directing these cells into the DC lineage. If it were merely expanding responsive cells, we would expect the flt3-transfected megakaryocyte -erythroid precursors to expand, but continue along the erythroid lineage.
In contrast, parabiotic and chimera experiments with flt3 − / − and FL − / − mice have demonstrated the need for flt3 at a late stage in differentiation, that is, after the bone marrow intermediate precursor stage. 48 In this study, MDP did expand in response to FL administration, and flt3 − / − MDP showed impaired proliferation in wild-type spleens. However, flt3 − / − had normal numbers of MDP in the bone marrow. Further, when transferred into FL − / − recipients, MDP derived from wild-type mice showed no advantage in DC generation over Flt3-deficient MDP. Hence, the absence of flt3 had no effect on the generation of MDP or on their DC potential. The authors concluded that the effects of flt3 on DC generation were restricted to regulating division in the periphery, rather than driving the generation of DC-restricted precursors. However, it is not yet clear that MDPs are the major contributors to splenic DCs, and it would be interesting to determine whether a defect is seen in the CDP compartment in the absence of FL-mediated effects. If commitment to the DC lineage is in fact FL independent, it would be interesting to determine which factors -either cell intrinsic or external -may be mediating this process.
CONCLUSIONS
Recent years have seen significant advancements in our understanding of splenic DC development, but many questions remain unanswered. Although we have some understanding of the precursors that can give rise to DCs, the exact nature of these precursors and their contribution to the DC pool have yet REVIEW to be elucidated. Although it is evident that monocytes are not the steady-state precursors of splenic cDCs, there appears to be a close relationship between cDCs and macrophages, and we do not know where these lineages diverge. Likewise, given the number of early precursors with DC potential, we do not know whether other pathways and other precursors also contribute to splenic DCs. Although it has been established that FL is the limiting cytokine in DC development, its exact role and the other factors involved in this process are unknown. The development of an in vitro system that models, albeit in an exaggerated fashion, the development of steady-state DCs will allow us to address some of these questions. However, to truly understand DC differentiation, we need to be able to track these precursors and their development in vivo . New techniques, for example, the introduction of unique genetic markers into individual cells -" genetic barcoding, " so to speak -may allow such analysis (T Schumacher and S Naik, personal communication).
With a clearer understanding of splenic DC development in the steady state, we can better appreciate perturbations in this system, whether caused by deficiency in development or as a normal response to infections or inflammation. 7 Of course, disruptions from the splenic steady state may be the norm for the mucosal system, with its constant contact with the external environment.
